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Within the domain of supply chain management, business systems are often modeled as a simplified 
vertical or serial supply chain with one member per echelon [7]. However, most supply chains have 
multiple members within a given echelon, and there exists differences in results and findings from 
supply chain models that incorporate multiple horizontal entities compared to those modeling single 
entities within an echelon [8]. Often, horizontal entities share a common supplier and/or customers and 
their relationships are competitive in nature [5]. Conflicts of interest are also present among the 
interdependent firms, as the optimal action for each firm in their inventory ordering may differ from 
what is optimal for other firms [6]. As a result, it is likely that the decisions and actions of each firm 
may impact not only the upstream supplier but may also negatively impact other firms in the echelon as 
well [1] through indirect linkages with the supplier. Unfortunately, the presence of competing horizontal 
firms and their linkages to a focal vertical supply chain are rarely considered despite the existence of 
interconnected information, material, and financial flows [5] [8] and impacts on the long-term 
performance of the industrial system [4]. There is a need to better understand the dynamics of 
competition for supply inventory among horizontally interconnected entities within business systems. 
 
Two research questions—1. Does competition for supply inventory impact vertical industrial business 
systems and 2. How can supply inventory competition impact the inventory ordering and fulfillment 
process over time—are addressed through a discrete event simulation experiment based on a US major 
appliance supply chain. Interviews and publicly available industry data were used to construct a 
simulation model rooted in a real-world setting. 

 
Competition for supply inventory among horizontal supply chain firms is operationalized via three 
variables: order rationing strategies, shortage gaming responses, and retail promotions demand shock. 
This research investigates their impact on the long-term system performance (demand variance, order 
fill rates, opportunity loss, and inventory carrying costs) of the inventory ordering and fulfillment 
process between 9 competing retailers and a shared upstream manufacturer. 

 
Overall, the findings suggest that both vertical and horizontal entities within business systems are 
significantly impacted by each entity’s actions within the inventory ordering and fulfillment feedback 
loop. Specifically, results from the simulation experiment indicate a strong impact from order rationing 
strategies and shortage gaming responses on long-term outcomes such as demand variance, order fill 
rates, opportunity loss, and inventory carrying cost. In contrast, a single retail promotions demand shock 
has limited long-term impact on system performance. Also, interactions between the three variables are 
complex, particularly when considered over time. There are both positive and negative impacts relative 
to each entity within the inventory ordering and fulfillment feedback loop. 
 
Three contributions emerge from this research. First, results from this study fill a gap in the literature as 
it explicitly incorporates multiple horizontal entities and their impact on the more commonly researched 
vertical supply chain system. The findings complement vertically oriented supply chain management 
research by highlighting horizontally oriented inventory competition as an overlooked factor in supply 
chain management performance. 



 
 
Second, this research expands knowledge about the long-term impact of various rationing strategies and 
shortage gaming responses. Three rationing strategies were identified from the literature and tested 
within the research. The findings both confirm and extend extant literature regarding the differential 
impact of each rationing strategy, e.g. [3], through exploration of their overlooked interactions with 
shortage gaming responses. Unlike prior studies which employ an analytical approach, a simulation 
experiment methodology was utilized which allowed for the detailed examination of the comprehensive 
set of interactions for these variables identified through literature and manager input. The results suggest 
that research models involving order rationing should explicitly account for competition among 
horizontal members of an echelon in order to capture a broader range of significant influences.  

 
Finally, this research contributes to a greater understanding of the consequences of a single retail 
promotions demand shock. Research specific to the demand impact of retail promotions is limited 
despite the pervasive use of retail promotions to stimulate consumer demand [2]. However, demand 
shocks arising from retail promotions are generally considered detrimental in the supply chain 
management discipline. Interestingly, the results suggest that a single retail demand shock has a weak 
impact on system performance over time. Over the long-term (5 years) the system appears to recover 
from the demand shock, however over the short term the impact may be stronger in comparison. 
Therefore, an explicit identification of the time-period under study should be considered in research 
involving retail promotions demand shock. In addition, as this study investigated a single demand shock, 
it is possible that additional, overlapping demand shocks could produce negative outcomes congruent 
with beliefs expressed in literature. Thus, specification of the quantity of demand shocks under 
consideration should also be made in promotions research. Overall, the results regarding retail 
promotions demand shock suggests that additional research is required in order to understand the impact 
of retail promotions on supply chains. 
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